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CHEMICAL CONTROL
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IN COTTON

At left, morning glory dying in cotton treated with monuron; right, a cotton leaf
showing the type of temporary chlorosis (yellowing) that sometimes develops when a
cotton field is treated with monuron.



CHEMICAL CONTROL
OF ANNUAL WEEDS
IN COTTON'

By H. Fred Arle2 and K. C. Hamilton'

Sound farming practices are the key to
successful weed control. Herbicides which
control weeds should supplement rather
than replace good farming practices. In
cotton production the chemical, monuron
(3- (p- chlorophenyl) -1, 1- dimethylurea)
previously known as CMU and marketed
as (Karmex) monuron herbicide can be
applied to supplement cultivation. This
herbicide can be used to control annual
morning glory, ground cherry, careless
weed, watergrass, barnyardgrass, stink -
grass, sprangletop, and certain other
grasses and broadleaved weeds. In 1956,
the first year monuron was recommended
in Arizona, about 12,000 acres of cotton
were treated. This indicates the rapid ac-
ceptance of monuron by growers.

During the early part of the growing
season, annual weeds can usually be con-
trolled by proper cultivation. However,
many cotton fields become infested with
annual weeds after "layby" time. These
weeds compete with the cotton for nutri-
ents and water and will generally reduce
yield and lower quality.

In earlier years, grasses were of less
concern, since hand -picked cotton con-
tained little foreign matter. With the ad-
vent of mechanical pickers, annual grasses
have become a serious problem. The
mechanical picker gathers a considerable
quantity of weed trash which becomes
entangled in the lint. This trash is diffi-
cult to remove during processing with
standard lint cleaning equipment, and fre-
quently appears in the final product.

Annual morning glory presents a dif-
ferent problem to the cotton grower. This
weed twines around the cotton plants and
ties them together. This tangled condition
increases boll rot, hinders both hand and
machine picking, lowers quality, and may
seriously decrease yields.

CULTURAL PRACTICES
A vigorous and uniform stand of cotton

that completely shades the soil surface
will usually suppress weeds after mid-
summer. The ideal stand of cotton is one
to three plants per foot of row. These
spacings generally give the highest yields
and tend to reduce weed problems.

` Cooperative contribution from the Field Crops Research Branch, ARS, USDA, and the Arizona
Agricultural Experiment Station.

° Plant Physiologist, Field Crops Research Branch, Agricultural Research Service, U. S. Depart-ment of Agriculture.
Assistant Agronomist, Department of Agronomy and Range Management, College of Agriculture,University of Arizona, Tucson.
Morning glory (Ipomoea hirsutula); ground cherry (Physalis wrightii); careless weed (Ama-anthur palmari); watergrass (Echinochloa colonum); barnyardgrass (E. crusgalli); stinkgrass
Eragrostis cilianensis) ; sprangletop (Leptochloa f iliformis) .



During the early part of the growing
season fields should be cultivated when
necessary to maintain control of weeds.
Flame cultivation, when properly used, is
an effective means of controlling annual
weeds until layby time.

A good crop rotation should be main-
tained on fields intended for cotton pro-
duction. An important consideration is
that the rotation include crops having
competitive growth habits, or a cultiva-
tion schedule that interferes with the
normal development of most weeds. When
cotton is grown for several years on the
same field, mechanical cultivation alone
may not control certain weeds and they
become increasingly troublesome.

Other important weed control measures
include: (1) the use of certified seed to
minimize the number of weed seeds
planted, (2) a program to prevent any
weed seed being introduced, produced or
spread in cotton fields, and (3) sound
fertilization, irrigation, and insect control
programs which aid cotton plants to com-
pete with weeds.

CONTROL OF WEEDS
WITH MONURON

The early season control of weeds by
cultivation may be supplemented at lay
by time with an application of monuron.
Properly applied this herbicide effectively
controls annual weeds without injury to
cotton.

In cotton, monuron is used to tempor-
arily sterilize the top few inches of soil.
It kills weeds after being absorbed through
the root systems. Monuron applied in
cotton will control annual weeds for eight
to 10 weeks. Treated fields often remain
weed free for the remainder of the grow-
ing season. If cotton stands are poor when
monuron is applied, or if later thinned by
disease such as verticillium wilt or root
rot, annual weeds may become established
within two months after fields are treated.

Monuron, at rases recommended for se-
lective weed control in cotton, will not
kill established Johnson grass. It has con-
trolled Johnson grass seedlings.
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EFFECT ON THE COTTON PLANT

Following application of monuron, cot-
ton foliage sometimes becomes chlorotic
(yellow) within a few days after the next
irrigation. This type of chlorosis is shown
in the photograph on the front cover.
Heavy rainfall following monuron appli-
cations appears to increase this chlorosis.
Chlorosis, if it occurs, is temporary and
cotton foliage regains normal color within
three to four weeks.

Cotton varieties respond differently to
applications of monuron. Arizona's most
extensively used variety, Acala 44, and the
variety 1517 -C develop more intense
chlorosis than Acala 44 -WR and Califor-
nia 4 -42. Pima S -1, a long -staple variety,
is more tolerant of monuron than are
short -staple varieties.

Monuron applied as recommended will
not reduce cotton yields. Applications of
this herbicide have had no effect on fiber
properties, boll characteristics, or spinning
quality of cotton.

RATE OF APPLICATION

The recommended rate of application
ranges from one to two pounds per acre,
depending upon soil type. Monuron is
readily absorbed near the surface of fine -
textured or clay type soils. In sandy soils
the herbicide may be leached from the
surface down into the root zone where it
may cause injury. Because of this, the
proper rate of monuron will vary with soil
type. Here is a guide to determine proper
rates of application. These rates are for a
herbicide containing 80% monuron.

Sand - No recommended rates.
Sandy loam - 1 to 11/4 pounds per acre.
Loam and silt loam -11/4 to 11/2 pounds

per acre.
Silty clay and clay - 11/2 to 2 pounds

per acre.

Since the effectiveness of monuron is
influenced by soil type, it is suggested
that growers try more than one rate with-
in the suggested range to determine the
best rates for specific fields. After ob-
serving the results in the field, growers
are in a position to judge which is the
best rate for that particular field. When
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Figure L - Morning glory has covered- and lodged Scott. n in the untreated area to
the right. TO the lute cotton treated ,vitá mono::,: is weed-free and rii iking normal growth.

wit! ,..soil type varies wit$iI .:.,necessary to vary th , rate : of 1ratto3
with changes in soil . type.

Rainfall also may influence` -the effe!
tiveness of monuron. Weed control his
been somewhat better when applications
of the herbicide were followed by n inf .l1.

WHEN TO APPLY MONURON
Early it1 the growing season weeds

should be controlled by cultivation.
Mon -uron is usually applied at cotton la y1

When using monuron to supplement me-
chanical cultivation, cotton lay by may
two to four weeks earlier than where l

cultivation is used to control weeds . Mon -
uron should not be applied before the
cotton plants are about 20 to 24 inches
tall.

Monuron leaches slowly in most ils.
The selective action of monuron is part-
ially due to a differen,. e in the Ifs atie n

of the root systems f g. an nu
weeds and mo mature ;cotton plan
When monuron`:is applied tet,,i ;young at
ton plants their-shallow roots may take u
enough herbicide to cause serious injury;
Monuron should therefore be applied only.:
to cotton which has developed an exten-
sive root system well below the soil sur-:<
face. Sufficient monuron remains near the
soil surface to kill young, shallow- rooted
weeds, while the deeper- rooted cotton es-
capes injury.

PRa)pER CULTIVATION AND
1.R.RlG AT_iON ARE NECESSARY

FOR BEST RESULTS

A ter mom,
is necessa: provide

,..
,;c,i,>lte the
results when the beds are

g #` r iptlfln - water....'
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nate rows is not recommended as this
practice decreases the effectiveness of
monuron.

Whenever possible all annual weeds
should be destroyed by cultivation prior to
the application of monuron. Although
monuron frequently kills weeds which
have reached an advanced stage of growth,
it is more desirable to have fields free of
established weeds when the herbicide is
applied. The photograph on the cover
shows morning glory, already several feet
long, being destroyed by monuron while

the cotton is not affected.
In fields having considerable slope, it

appears advantageous to follow the appli-
cation of monuron with a light cultivation
prior to irrigation. This cultivation tends
to mix the herbicide into the surface layer
of soil, minimizing its movement down
the furrow in the irrigation stream.

After treated fields are irrigated, or if
enough rain occurs, cultivation should be
avoided. Cultivation following irrigation
may decrease the effectiveness of monu-
ron.

Figure 2. - Monuron is applied with drop nozzles carried high enough to cover the
soil between rows, yet as low as possible to avoid treating cotton foliage.
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Figure 3. - After layby annual grass often grows in cotton not treated with monuron.

SUGGESTIONS FOR
APPLICATION

Monuron should be sprayed directly on
the soil using 30 gallons of water per
acre. Varying the amount of water be-
tween 20 and 80 gallons per acre has not
altered the effectiveness of monuron pro-
vided uniform coverage is obtained.

Application of monuron requires the
use of equipment similar to that used for
bottom defoliation of cotton. The nozzles
are attached to a single drop located mid-
way between adjacent rows. Nozzles are
set to obtain complete coverage of the
soil between the rows. A double outlet
teejet -type tip that produces a 150° flat
spray has been used effectively. Double
swivel teejet -type nozzles with 80° flat
spray tips have also been used. It is ad-
visable to have a check valve strainer
assembly iti each nozzle to prevent the
spray solution from "dribbling" while
turning at the row ends. A venturi bypass
can be used to prevent dribbling.

Cotton plants are not injured when the
lower foliage is covered by monuron
spray, although these leaves usually be-
come chlorotic within a few days. Any
herbicide sticking to the leaves is wasted
unless washed to the soil by rain. There-
fore, the nozzles should be set as close to
the soil surface as possible and yet give
good coverage. In some cases it would be
advisable to use shields or guards to lift
the foliage and thus allow uniform cover-
age of the soil.

Monuron, a wettable powder, is only
slightly soluble in water. Because of its
low solubility, vigorous agitation must be
maintained in the sprayer tank to keep
the herbicide in suspension. If agitation is
not provided, monuron will gradually set-
tle to the tank bottom and applications
will not be uniform. Mechanical agitation
is the most positive and is preferred to the
"bypass" method.

Monuron has a tendency to clog line
and nozzle screens. Screens should never
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Figure 4. - No annual weeds are present in this row treated with monuron.

be finer than 50 mesh. In some cases it
may be necessary to remove line strainers
and nozzle screens to avoid clogging. A
pressure guage placed in the line at the
shutoff valve allows the operator to detect
increases in pressure caused by clogged
nozzles.

Unless a cotton grower has spraying
equipment suitable for applying a wet-
table powder at layby, it may be desirable
to have monuron applied by a competent
custom sprayer. The grower can observe
the operation for a season before deciding
if he should purchase spraying equipment
or continue employing a custom operator.

IMPORTANCE OF RESIDUAL
EFFECT OF MONURON

Monuron is persistent in soils and its
residual effect on subsequent crops must
be considered. Severe injury to small grains
sometimes occurs when they are planted
immediately following harvesting of cot-
ton that was sprayed in July. Applications

6

as low as one pound per acre in July have
reduced the stand of fall planted barley
and wheat when sufficient monuron per-
sisted in the soil. Small grains may be
planted safely if a summer crop is grown
following treated cotton.

Cotton and grain sorghum appear more
tolerant to monuron in the soil than barley
or wheat. An application of four pounds
per acre of monuron had no apparent ef-
fect on cotton or sorghum planted the
following year.

Since little is known about the residual
effect of monuron, the following precau-
tions are suggested.

1. Use monuron only where annual weeds
are a serious problem.

2. Cotton fields which have been sprayed
with monuron should not be planted
to small grains the winter immediately
following the cotton crop.

3. If small grains are planted immediate-
ly following cotton treated with monu-
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ron; a) the seedbed should be worked
with a moldboard plow rather than a
disk plow or similar methods. If a
small residue of monuron remains, the
use of the moldboard plow sometimes
will enable small grains to become es-
tablished. With the use of a disk plow,
the small grain might emerge, then
yellow and die.

b) The seedbed for small grains should
be flat and flood irrigated rather than
ridged and furrow irrigated. Small grain
planted on ridge tops has been severely
injured by residual monuron, while
grain planted on the ridge side and in
the furrows was not affected.

OTHER HERBICIDES ARE
BEING EVALUATED

Other herbicides are being evaluated for
the control of annual weeds in Arizona
cotton fields. Two of these herbicides have
shown promise.

Diuron (3- (3, 4- dichlorophenyl) -1, 1-
dimethylurea) is very similar to monuron
in its physical and chemical properties,
effect on plants and use as a herbicide.
Diuron is used as a pre -emergence appli-
cation for the control of annual weeds in
cotton in the Southeast. In Arizona, diuron
appears more effective than monuron for
the control of annual grasses. Diuron also
shows promise because it is less likely to
injure short -staple cotton varieties than
monuron.

NPA (Sodium salt of N-1- napthylph-
thalamic acid) has shown promise as a
layby application for the control of annual
grasses. It has been less effective in con-
trolling annual broadleaved weeds, espe-
cially morning glory. Applications of NPA
during the early square stage have stunted
cotton growth. NPA applied in cotton ap-
pears to have no residual toxicity to fall
planted small grains.

CALIBRATION OF THE SPRAYER

Unless the operator is thoroughly famil-
iar with the sprayer it should be calibrated
in each field. The following steps can be
followed in calibrating a sprayer.

1. Fill the sprayer tank to a predetermined
level with water. This may be a full
tank or a height on a measuring stick.

2. Select the speed to be used. Sprayer
speed must be constant to allow uni-
form application of the spray.

3. Spray a given area in the field at the
selected throttle setting, using the pres-
sure recommended for the most effi-
cient use of nozzles.

4. Determine the number of square feet
in the sprayed area.

5. Determine the number of gallons ap-
plied by refilling the tank to the pre-
determined mark by adding water from
a measuring container.

6. Compute the gallons applied per acre
by dividing the area sprayed (in square
feet) into 43,560 and then multiplying
by the number of gallons used.
Gallons per acre = 43,560 X Gallons

area sprayed
applied on the area.

If the gallonage applied per acre is too
high or low, it can be corrected by:

a. Altering the speed of the sprayer.
b. Altering the pressure at which the

spray is applied.
c. Changing to different sized spray

tips.

7. After the sprayer is calibrated to apply
the correct amount of spray per acre,
add the herbicide to the sprayer tank at
the desired rate. EXAMPLE - if mon-
uron is to be applied at 1.5 pounds per
acre and enough water is added to the
sprayer tank to treat 5 acres, add 7.5
(5 x 1.5) pounds of monuron.

8. Sprayer calibration should be checked
frequently in the field because wettable
powders, such as monuron, cause rapid
wear of spray nozzle tips and most
pumps.
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Your

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
has several

"Branch Offices"

That's right -the College of Agriculture of your Uni-
versity of Arizona has a "local office" convenient to you,
wherever you may live in this wide state.

These "branch offices," of course, are the County Exten-
sion offices in most Arizona counties. There also are the
"branch offices" of Experiment Stations at Mesa, Safford,
Yuma and Phoenix.

All of these are part of your University of Arizona
and its College of Agriculture. They are placed where they
are purposely to help ranchers, farmers and homemakers
throughout this state.

Your County Agent has a wide variety of free bulletins
written by Arizona agricultural scientists and directed at
Arizona conditions and problems. Use your County Agent
and your County Home Agent. They are there to serve you.

And when the Branch Experiment. Station near you
has a field day, to show and tell about its work, attend and
learn from what is told and displayed there.

Dean
College of Agriculture
University of Arizona
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